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Lawless in Mass.
Massachusetts Tenth (Plymouth) District State Representative Michelle DuBois, Democrat,
is obviously in the wrong occupation as a legislator.
Ms DuBois posted on her
Facebook page last Tuesday,
warning illegal aliens in Brockton
that ICE officials were conducting raids to arrest and deport
them. She warned, “Don’t go
outside… Don’t answer your
door if ICE knocks...”
Irresponsible doesn’t describe
her behavior; but criminal certainly does.

Days of Intolerance
“People should be allowed to
say what they think or believe,
even if it’s offensive.”
When asked if they agreed
with this sentence in a recent
survey of 12,000 students and
1,000 teachers, 51% of the students said “No” and 47% of the
teachers agreed with the (uneducated) students!
Many children educated in our
government school systems
(and even some in parochial and
private schools) do not support
free speech. Nor do they understand what defines it.
If they find anything one says
offensive, even in passing, that
person’s speech should be restricted… in their minds. Children are taught to be intolerant
of our own First Amendment.
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Republicans who hated Sarah Palin are
some of those who called Donald Trump’s
primary election supporters hayseeds, bigots, rednecks, etc. Many of these GOP establishment types voted for Hillary (a
“known quantity”) with the #NeverTrumpers because they really agree with
Democrats on spending, the national debt,
open borders, liberal immigration policy,
and some foreign policy issues, just on a
smaller scale... They prefer the concept of
“policy” to the concept of “law.”
They’re really mad now. Donald
Trump won the election by cobbling together a Third Party made of disgruntled Republicans, independents, conservatives, and
Reagan Democrats (and abandoned Bernistas who couldn’t stomach Hillary). He then
used the GOP banner to win the election.
The establishment doesn’t like him, at all.
But one has to ask, who is advising
President Trump on healthcare, tax cuts or
any other type of reform? Secondly, why is
he listening to them and not his base?
Last Thursday, President Trump began
his day with the usual Tweets, except the
first two were grossly inaccurate. First:
“The Freedom Caucus will hurt the
entire Republican agenda if they don’t get
on the team, & fast. We must fight them, &
Dems, in 2018!” (No matter that the Republican “agenda” does not match President
Trump’s, and they are not on his “team.”)
Then Tweet of the Day #2 shot out;
more personal, naming names, concentrating blame, and again seriously misplaced:
“If @MarkMeadows, @Jim_Jordan
and @Raul_Labrador would get on board
we would have both great healthcare and
massive tax cuts & reform. Where are
@RepMarkMeadows, @Jim_Jordan and
@Raul_Labrador? #RepealANDReplace
#Obamacare” (President Trump needs to
comprehend that the Freedom Caucus is
“on board” the Trump Train, but not the
Paul Ryan Express.)

Donald Trump needs to understand
that, in hostile Washington, DC, HE is the
enemy. He is the despised Outsider and,
without the Freedom Caucus and Senate
Conservatives, he is an Army of One.
He must stop slamming the very people
who stood by him in October, 2016 when
House Speaker Paul Ryan and many others
in the establishment Republican Party leadership were demanding he step down. Paul
Ryan sold Trump a healthcare deal that was
dead on arrival with 83% of the nation (only
17% favored it) and doubtful in the Senate.
Members of the Freedom Caucus are
those who have his back. On “The Wall,”
enforcement of immigration law, corporate
tax cuts and individual tax reform, reining
in a rogue EPA, taking handcuffs off the
U.S. energy industry, etc., the Freedom
Caucus is in Trump’s corner.
Then President Trump made a wrong
turn – toward the Democrats now in positions of power inside the federal government who are NOT his “friends.” These
hardened leftists want him gone; out of
office. And they’re not planning to wait
until the next presidential contest in 2020.
They want him impeached; some have said
they want him in prison. Why on earth
would Trump want to deal (compromise)
with those who don’t simply disagree with
him on details, but don’t believe in the most
basic rules? Like the U.S. Constitution…
He’d better turn around fast, reassess
his shoot-from-the-hip error, and stop attacking the people who are backing him.
They are needed to keep pressure on the
real problem he has: the Washington, DC
Republican Establishment. They’ve been in
power for years and are determined to preserve the Swamp they helped construct.
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Judge Derrick K. Watson, U.S. District
Judge of Hawaii, has joined the ranks of
other U.S. judges who are apparently
ignorant of their limitations under the
Constitution of the United States.
He issued a TRO (Temporary Restraining
Order), illegally, on President Trump’s
second executive order restricting travel from
six Middle Eastern countries where Islamists
are trained, given sanctuary, or where
refugees are “unvettable.”
Watson’s first error (and that of his
activist colleagues) is that the “establishment
clause” applies to citizens of foreign nations
who are not here. This has never been true.
Secondly, he simply cannot touch the
president’s executive order. As any lawyer
learns in Basic Law 101, “You don’t go
beyond the four corners of the contract.” In
other words, stick to the law as it applies to
the issue in question – in this case a travel
ban to the U.S. that is the sole decision of the
president, beyond the federal courts to
second guess his intentions.
A judge cannot overreach the sole
responsibilities of the President of the United
States when that president’s executive order
is backed by the Constitution and statute.
Judges who rule as Watson did fail to
uphold the Constitution as it relates to
executive power under Article II and also fail
to comply with a statute known as the
Immigration and Naturalization Act of 1952, 8
U.S. Code, §1182 (F), which deals with
“Inadmissible Aliens.”
Under Article III, Section 1 of the U.S.
Constitution, federal judges serve life-time
terms “under good behavior.” If they do not
serve honorably with full intent to uphold the
Constitution (according to their oath) they
may be removed from office.
Fifteen judges have been impeached;
eight convicted by the Senate and four
acquitted. Three resigned from office before
the outcome of their trials was determined.
Congress needs to reactivate its
constitutional power over federal district court
judges, which has lain dormant far too long.
Maybe Attorney General Sessions can
start the ball rolling regarding activist judges
with a few “examples.”

Things are weird enough in the liberal
North Star State, but loony-left Minnesota
gets downright ridiculous where national
security is concerned.
As Judicial Watch revealed in late February, Barack Obama’s crack Department
of Homeland Security (DHS) had given
Somalis Community Engagement Tours
(which included “security briefings inside
secured areas”) in at least three airports in
major U.S. cities. One of those cities was
Minneapolis, Minnesota. In a FOIA request
Judicial Watch had sought to understand
why a “Community Engagement Tour” was
held at the Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport on February 18, 2016.
Groups of Somalis were provided
“briefings” that were so sensitive, in 14
instances the agency [U.S. Customs and
Border Protection] redacted portions of the
records under a “law-enforcement ‘risk circumvention’ exemption...”
Another tour and briefing was provided
to a Somali group on February 16, 2016 at
the Minneapolis-St. Paul airport. Material
was again withheld from Judicial Watch as
“too law-enforcement sensitive.” The same
material refused to Judicial Watch was
“provided in full to the Somali group” including a section labeled, “TSA OverviewProcessing [redacted].” The Somali group
was given “briefings of the Global Entry
system, APC (Automated Passport Control)
system, secondary screening procedures,
baggage screening procedures,” and they
were even “given tours of the holding cells”
and “interview rooms.”
The airport in Minneapolis also gave
tours and briefings to Somali groups in
2014 and 2015, and “every consideration”
was offered the guests by the airport facility:
“Once we agree on the dates [for the
tours] we will select the time based on
prayer schedules...” The February, 2016
tour for the Somalis in Minneapolis “was
scheduled between 6-8 p.m. because it
would ‘accommodate prayer times well.’”
The Somalis were granted access to
airport security areas and airport processes
and procedures for handling people and

baggage and were offered a “step-by-step
tour of operations.” The guests were addressed as “Dear Colleague” and eight senior DHS and Customs officials
accompanied and briefed them. Sometimes,
after tours provided the Somali groups in
Minneapolis in particular, there were DHS
“roundtable meetings with the local Somali
leaders to obtain feedback for ‘modifications to practices that would allow for operations to be more culturally sensitive’.”
Extensive airport tours were given on
several occasions to Somalis in Minneapolis, even though the U.S. government has
known for years that the city is fertile
ground for Somali Islamist terror cell development. Numerous Minneapolis-based Somalis have made trips to Middle Eastern
countries for jihadist training and returned
to the U.S., unhampered.
Where are the elected officials from
that state, raising red danger flags?
There aren’t any. The state is a haven
for a politically-correct ideology where refugees from Middle Eastern nations (such as
Somalia and Syria) are regularly placed
ahead of the citizens of Minnesota. Just
check the state governor’s statements.
When objections arose to Syrian refugee
placement in the state recently, Democrat
Governor Mark Dayton said that citizens of
the state who had problems with his refugee
policy were free to leave…
Again, Judicial Watch had to discover
this mindless activity to accommodate
deadly diversity. Where is the oversight
from Congress? And where are the public
denunciations of multicultural insanity?
These actions by Obama’s DHS were
insane and a threat to our security and survival. If DHS Secretary John Kelly hasn’t
looked at this, or isn’t aware this process
exists, he’d better accelerate his orientation.
And since when did national security
procedures become “culturally sensitive”?

